Introduction.
Through the paper, spaces are separable metrizable and maps are continuous. Let p: X -> B be a locally trivial bundle with fiber Y, that is, each point b G B has a neighborhood U and a homeomorphism ip: UxY -> p_1 (U) such that pip = 7T{/, the projection to U. A map s: B -» X is called a cross section of p: A -► B provided ps = id. The space of all cross sections of p: A -+ B with compact-open topology is denoted by T(A). Then T(X) is a closed subspace of the space C(B,X) of all maps from P into A. If P is compact and d is a compatible metric for A, the topology of T(X) (and C(B,X) ) is induced by the sup-metric d(f,g)=sup{d(f(b),g(b))\beB}.
A manifold modeled on Hubert space l2 is called an l2-manifold. In this note, we prove the following MAIN THEOREM. Let B be a nondiscrete compactum, Y a complete metrizable ANR with no isolated point and p: X -+ B a locally trivial bundle with fiber Y admitting a section. Then T(X) is an l2-manifold.
For the trivial bundle 1x3 : B x Y -► B, the space T(B x Y) can be regarded as the space C(B, Y). Thus the space C(B,Y) is an l2-manifold if B is a nondiscrete compactum and Y is a complete-metrizable ANR with no isolated point. This is a generalization of Eells-Geoghegan-Toruñczyk's result [E, Ge, Tojj . The author would like to thank Doug Curtis for helpful comments.
Preliminaries.
Our proof is based on the following:
[T03]). A complete-metrizable ANR X is an l2-manifold if and only if X has the discrete approximation property, that is, for each map f : ©n€N In -> X of the free union of n-cells (n e N) into X and each map e: X -» (0,1) there is a map g: ®"€N /" -» A with d(f(x),g(x)) < ef(x) for all x G ®"eN /" and {ff(/n) | w G N} a discrete family in X.
In order to verify the discrete approximation property of T(X), we use the following easy modification of [DT, Remark 2] Then X has the discrete approximation property.
By the next lemma, we can treat noncompact ANR like a compact one. We refer to [Du, Chapter XII] for function spaces and to [Hu] for ANR's.
Proof of main theorem.
First we show that T(X) is an ANR. Let /: A -► r(A) be a map from a closed set in a space Z. Then / induces the map P : A x B -► A with pF -itb, the projection. By Lemma 3, P extends to a map P: W -> X from a neighborhood of A x B in Z x B with pF = ttb-From compactness of B, there is a neighborhood U of A in Z that U x P c W. Then F\U x B induces the map /: U -* T(X) which is an extension of /. Hence T(X) is an ANR.
Since Y is complete-metrizable, X is locally complete-metrizable, hence completemetrizable (cf. [BP, Chapter II, Theorem 4 .1]). Since P is nondiscrete, B has a cluster point b^. From local triviality of p, there is an open neighborhood U of &OC in B and a homeomorphism tp: elf/ x Y -► p_1(clP) such that pip = 7rci¡y. Since Y has no isolated point, Y admits a compatible complete metric dy such that each component of Y has diam > 1 (cf. [BP, Chapter II, Theorem 3.2] ). We may assume that (Y,dy) has the property (h) in Lemma 2. Let p be the product metric on cl U x Y defined by a metric for cl U and dy ■ And let d be a compatible complete metric for A extending the metric on p_1(clP) induced from p by ip (cf. (b) For each e > 0, let 6 -6(e) > 0 in (h) for (Y,dy). We may assume 6 < 1.
Let /:/"-► Tt(A) be a map. Then / induces the map P: In x B -y X such that pF = -Kb and iry<p~lF(z,bk) = iTyp~lF(z, boo) for all z G P1 and fc > ¿. g' is e-homotopic to iryip~1F\In x clPrel. In x bdP.
As in the proof of (a), define a map G: I" x B -► A with pG = nB by using the above g'. It is easy to see that G is f.p. e-homotopic to P. Then G induces the map g: In -> Tl+m+x(X) which is e-homotopic to /. We show dist(f(In),g(In)) > 6/6.
Suppose that d(f(z),g(z')) < 6/6 for some z,z' G In. Then
,g(z')) < 6/6. And for each j = 1,..., m, dYfaYP~lF(z,b00),gjiTY<P~1F(z',boC))
Hence for each j = 1,..., m,
This contradicts (*). Therefore d(f(z),g(z')) > 6/6 for any z,z' G In, that is, dist(/(7"), g(In)) > 6/6. The proof is completed. PROOF. Consider the fiber-product X xB Z -{(x,z) eXx Z\ p(x) = q(z)} of A and Z over P. Let ttx '■ X x Z -► A and irz : A x Z -► Z denote the projections. Then irz\X Xß Z is a locally trivial bundle with fiber Y because so is p: X -> B. Let T(X Xg Z) be the space of cross-sections of this bundle. Define a map 9: T(X Xg Z) -» Cb(Z,X) by 9(s) = ttx ° s. Then it is easy to see that 6 is a homeomorphism. The result follows from Main Theorem. D As mentioned in Lemma 3, any locally trivial bundle with ANR fiber is an ANFR. Besides a Hurewicz fibration between ANR's and a proper strongly regular map onto a finite-dimensional space with ANR fibers are also ANFR's (cf. [Ya, 1.2] ). We have the f.p. Homotopy Extension Theorem [Ya, 1.1 (iv) ] and the f.p. version of Lemma 2. By the same method as Main Theorem, we can prove the following theorem which is analogous to the above corollary but in a little different setting.
THEOREM. Let q: Z -» P be a map of a compactum and p: X -* B an ANFR such that X is complete-metrizable. Then Cb(Z,X) is an l2-manifold if Cb(Z,X) ^ 0, 9_1(6) is nondiscrete and p_1(6) has no isolated point for some beB.
Because of similarity, the proof is left to the reader. (We can also prove the relative version of this theorem, i.e., the f.p. version of [Toj., Theorem 5.5].) Here we give the proof of the f.p. version of Lemma 2.
LEMMA 2'. Let p: X -* B be an ANFR and d0 a metric for X. Then X has a compatible metric d > do with the following property (h') For each e > 0, there is a 6 = 6(e) > 0 such that any two 6-near f.p. maps of an arbitrary space Z with a map q: Z -* B to X = (X,d) are f.p. e-homotopic.
PROOF. Since A = (A,do) can be isometrically embedded in a normed linear space P as a closed set (cf. [BP, Chapter II, Corollary, 1 .1]), we have an f.p. closed embedding i: X -► B x E such that tteÍ is an isometry, where tte : B x E -> P is the projection. Identify A with i(X) C B x E and p = ite[-Let dx be the product metric on P x P. Then dx > do on X. Since p: A -► B is an ANFR, there is an f.p. retraction r : G -♦ A of a neighborhood G of A in B x E. For a subset S C B x E, we denote convsS = {J{{b} x conv7r£(5 n {b} x E) [ b G B}, where conv A denotes the convex hull of A C E. For each x G A and each neighborhood V of x in A, there is a basic open set U = Ux x U2 in P x P such that wE(U) = P2 is convex and x G P C r-1(V).
Let W = U HA. Then convsW C U C G and r(convßiy) C r(P) C V. By the same way as [Mi, Lemma 2.1], we have a compatible metric d> dx on A with the following property: (c) To every e > 0 corresponds a 6 = 6(e) > 0 such that if S C X with diamS < 6 then conv^S C G and diamr(convsS') < e. By standard arguments, (h') follows from (c). (Cf. [Hu, Chapter IV, Theorem 1.1].) D
